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Abstract 

Although timely access to information is becoming increasingly important and gaining such access is no longer a 

problem, the capacity for humans to assimilate such huge amounts of information is limited. Topic Detection(TD) 

is then a promising research area that addresses speedy access of desired information. However, ironically, the time 

complexity of existing TD algorithms themselves is usually O(n3) or up to the x-th power of e. Linear performance 

requirement of real world topic detection has not been significantly addressed. This paper reveals a new patented 

topic detection algorithm called RMIR that combines relevance model with information retrieval technique to 

improve on time efficiency. Relevance Model(RM) is a theoretical extension of statistical language modeling that 

was developed for the task of document retrieval. To reduce the costs of fetching RM, we reduce the number of 

comparisons for stories by a query-based approach that makes similar stories exist in the top-k query results. We 

also build our query based on inverted indices, which have the complexity close to linear. The time cost of rest of 

operations in the RMIR topic detection process is a constant. Hence, the total complexity of RMIR topic detection 

algorithm should be close to linear as shown in experimental results. In addition, RMIR also gains better detection 

rates and robustness by relative entropy based topic model design. 

Keywords: Topic Detection; Link Topic Detection; Retrospective Event Detection; Information Retrieval; 

Relevance Models; Inverted Indices 

1. Introduction 

Although timely access to information is becoming 

increasingly important in today’s knowledge-based 

economy, gaining such access is no longer a problem 

because of the widespread availability of broadband in 

both homes and businesses. Ironically, high-speed 

connectivity and the explosion in the volume of 

digitized textual content available online has given rise 

to a new problem, namely, information overload. 

Clearly, the capacity for humans to assimilate such vast 

amounts of information is limited. Topic Detection (TD) 

has emerged as a promising research area that harnesses 

the power of modern computing to address this new 

problem.  

A topic is defined as a seminal event or activity, along 

with all directly related events and activities
 [2]

. Thus, 

we can infer that a topic consists of events and activities, 

both of which are defined in greater detail
 [1]

. A Topic 

Detection and Tracking(TDT) event is defined as 

something that happens at a specific time and place, 

along with all the necessary preconditions and 

unavoidable consequences
 [1]

. Such an event might be a 

car accident, a meeting, or a court hearing. A TDT 

activity is a connected series of events with a common 

focus or purpose that happens in specific places
[1]

. TD 

enables the automatic discovery of new topics from a 

news corpus and the subsequent assignment of news 

documents to discovered topics
[9]

. A new topic typically 
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corresponds to a newsworthy incident such as the 2012 

US presidential elections.  

Moreover, TDT includes several evaluation tasks, each 

of which explores one aspect of that organization{i.e., 

splitting a continuous stream of news into stories that 

are about a single topic (“segmentation"), gathering 

stories into groups that each discuss a single topic 

(“detection"), identifying the onset of a new topic in the 

news (“first story detection"), and exploiting user 

feedback to monitor a stream of news for additional 

stories on a specified topic (“tracking"). Topic 

Detection (TD) is an important sub-task of TDT and 

mainly consists of clustering news stories as topics.  

We believe the performance issue of TD itself is 

significant to gain timely access to desired information 

from overloaded digitized textual contents.  

Topic detection is essentially text clustering. Its main 

characteristic is the finer granularity of clusters and such 

clustering is no longer a spherical shape because the 

topic drift may occur. In addition, clustering on a larger 

scale is no longer suitable for memory-based algorithms. 

In fact, text clustering has two common methods, i.e., 

partition-based approach and hierarchical based 

approach. The former method is simple and fast 

convergent, but its parameter K is difficult to be 

determined. Unfortunately, the topic number of text 

clustering is uncertain in TD. In addition, it is not 

suitable for topic drifting cases. Existing TD solutions 

have higher complexity of O(n2) or O(n3) usually
 

[3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,13,15]
. In ref. 14, we can observe its TD 

performance even went up to the x-th power of e.  

Despite the fact that existing TD solutions play 

important roles in their applications, they do not 

explicitly incorporate language model and document 

retrieval model into their formulations. Based on our 

researches 
[16,17,18,19]

 , we start to view TD from an angle 

of information retrieval(IR) as there are lots of 

established high performance IR models and algorithms.  

Enlightened by achievements in IR field, we adopt 

Relevance Model(RM) for our language model and 

Inverted Indices for document retrieval. RM is a 

theoretical extension of statistical language modeling 

and applicable in both retrieval and TD
[26]

. Inverted 

Indices are well known technique widely adopted in 

document retrieval and full text search engines
[32,33]

. By 

treating news and stories as documents, we can use IR 

methods to retrieve relevant news or stories and form 

them into TD’s clusters. This paper hence aims to 

combine relevance language model with inverted 

indices retrieval technique. Moreover, by creating 

relative entropy for RM, we have better topic detection 

rates while achieving linear TD performance. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In 

Section 2, we define key concepts and terms and 

introduce works that are directly related to the ideas 

presented in this paper. Section 3 describes our novel 

approach for TD via relative entropy based RM and 

inverted indices modeling. In Section 4, we demonstrate 

the superiority of our approach with comparative 

empirical results for both English and Chinese news. 

Finally, in Section 5, we present our conclusions. 

2. Formal Representation 

Although there are many language tracking and 

modeling methods based on machine learning, thus far, 

the vector space model(VSM)
 
has achieved the best 

results
[11]

.VSM has been successfully applied on such as 

well-known SMART text retrieval system. There are a 

number of formal ways of describing relevance 

feedback, beginning with the notion of an “optimal 

query” used in the SMART system. The biggest 

advantage of VSM is to simplify the text as the vector 

representation by its features and weights.  

2.1.  Document Representation 

Contents of the document are expressed by a number of 

feature items, which generally include the basic 

linguistic units, such as words or phrases. 

1 2( , ,..., )nDocument D t t t , here kt  is a feature 

item. In a document, each feature item is assigned a 

weight kw  which denotes the feature item’s degree of 

importance in the document: 

1 1 2 2( , ; , ;...; , )n nD D t w t w t w                 (1) 

here the weight of kt  is kw , and 1 k n  . Given a 

document 1 1 2 2( , ; , ;...; , )n nD D t w t w t w , to 

simplify the analysis, we do not consider the order of kt  

in document. 1 2( , ,..., )nt t t  can be viewed as a 

n dimensional coordinate system, where D  is the 

corresponding coordinate value. So a document can be 

expressed as a vector of n  dimensional vector space. 

We call  expression 1 2( , ,..., )nD D w w w as the 

Vector Space Model of D .  The classic weight 

calculation method is TF IDF  in statistical methods. 
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There are many ways to evaluate the significance of a 

term, ranging from simply identifying its existence to 

evaluating its distribution level in a document or in a 

whole corpus in ref.9.20.21. The most common term 

weighting scheme for processing index terms is 

TF IDF , which stands for term frequency—inverse 

document frequency
[11]

. TF IDF uses the term 

frequency and inverse document frequency of each 

feature item to calculate the weight. If iktf (Term 

Frequency) represents the number of occurrences of kt  

in document iD , kidf donates inverse document 

frequency of kt ，then TF IDF is defined as: 

ik ik kW tf idf              (2) 

here iktf  is a local statistic value which has different 

values in different documents. kidf  is a global statistic 

value reflecting a given term’s  distribution in all data 

set. IDF ’s original definition is as follow:  

logk
k

Nidf
n

 
  

 
        (3) 

here N  represents the number of documents in all data 

sets, kn  represents the number of kt  that appears in 

data set. We can see that, the larger kidf  value is, the 

less the documents which contain the given term. If all 

documents contain the same given item, kidf  will be 0. 

In practice, to avoid such a case, equation (3) is 

improved by equation (4). 

logk
k

Nidf constant
n

 
  

 
  (4) 

Generally, constant’s value is between 0 and 1, we have 

the equation (5): 

log 0.01k
k

Nidf
n

 
  

 
                (5) 

If we take into account the document length on the 

impact of weights, we have to normalize the feature 

item weights into the range of [0, 1]: 

 
1

log 0.01

log 0.01

ik
k

ik
n

ik
k k

Ntf
n

W
Ntf
n

 
  

 

  
   

  


２

  (6) 

2.2.  Unigram Language Model 

VSM’s limitations are evident when we set a higher 

precision or recall rate for TDT work. Based on the 

traditional similarity model, a sentence vector contains 

too few words to provide sufficient hints for measuring 

similarity because a sentence has far fewer key terms to 

represent the central idea than a paragraph or an entire 

document
[12]

. Previous research has demonstrated that it 

is hard to compare the similarity of sentences when 

there are insufficient keywords in the sentences being 

compared, which is a key defeating factor in news event 

detection
[13]

. The shortcomings of the simple vector 

space model approach suggest that there is a need for 

language model combined with existing metrics. In 

semantic domain language models (SDLM), by 

observing the performance records in topic detection for 

stories in Chinese, U-SDLM (unigram semantic domain 

language model) achieves the best performance.  

Table(1) shows the best reported topic detection DET 

(Detection Error Tradeoff) costs in Chinese stories
[24]

 . 

In Unigram model, word is a feature item and the 

weight of feature item is expressed by the frequency of 

the word in a topic. The process of topic detection under 

this model is described here. 

1) Topic is defined as 1 2( , ,..., )T T TnT f f f ，here 

(1 )Tjf j n   represents the feature of topic T ； 

2) Follow-up story is defined as 

1 2( , ,..., )d d dmd f f f ， here (1 )dif i m   

represents the feature of news story d ; 

3) Feature Selection is done by following two steps. 

- Stop words are removed, 

- According to descending order of word frequency, we 

take the former i words as feature items. 

4) In TD research field, NIST(National Institute of 

Standards and Technology) and several universities 

including Carnegie Mellon University(CMU) have been 

established benchmarks and corpus for TDT. In this 

paper, the similarity formula between T  and d  is 

defined as follows by adopting the principle reported by 

Y．Lo and J．Gauvain of NIST
[25]

: 
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1 ( | ) (1 ) ( )
( , ) ( , ) log

( )w dd

P w T P wS d T tf w d
L P w

 



 
        

(7) 

here ( , )S d T  is the similarity of T  and d . w  is the 

feature item of  T  and d . ( , )tf w d  is the frequency 

of w  in d . dL  is the whole number of terms in d .   

is a smooth factor (0, 1) tuned to make the system 

achieve minimum cost when tracking TDT3 corpus. 

TDT3 corpus is created by NIST specially to 

accommodate Chinese news and stories. The smoothing 

technique is introduced to prevent data sparsity in 

unigram modeling.   

( | )P w T  is the probability of w  in T . 

( , )
( | )

( )

C w TP w T
Nw T

 ，      (8) 

( , )C w T  is the number of w  occurrence  in T , 

( )Nw T  is the whole number of terms in T .  
( )P w

 is 

a priori probability of w  which is the statistic value in 

the background corpus.    

( , )
( )

( )

C w backgroundP w
N background



    (9) 

here ( , )C w background  is the number of w  

occurrences in background corpus; ( )N background  is 

the whole number of terms in background corpus. 

5) According to similarity measurement of NIST, topic 

detection is then described as the calculation of the 

similarity between the story and the topic. In other 

words, if ( , )S d T  , then they are considered as 

relevant or on-topic, off-topic otherwise. 

2.3.  Relevance Model 

Relevance Model
[26,27,28,29]

 establishes a query and then 

estimates the probability of a document related to this 

query.  RM is basically an extension of unigram 

language model. Assuming a relevance model R , query 

Q , word w .  P w R  denotes a probability for each 

word. Hypothesis query and word are samples randomly 

extracted from the probability distribution.  RM 

estimates the probability  P w R  of each word with 

the query. 

The famous probability ranking principle, advocated by 

Robertson
[30]

, asserts that optimal performance will be 

achieved if the documents are ranked by the posterior 

probability that they belong to the relevant class R . 

Robertson also shows that it is equivalent to rank the 

documents by the odds of their being observed in the 

relevant class: 

   /P D R P D N                                     (10) 

Underlying principle of most researches on probabilistic 

models of Information Retrieval is the probability 

ranking. Here R represents the class of documents 

relevant to user’s query, and N is the class of non-

relevant documents. With w  instead of D , we have  

      1
w D w D

p D R P w R P w N
 

  
        (11) 

We suppose a number of query words w  is independent 

with each other, we have: 

 
 

 
 

~
w D

P D R P w R
P D N P w N

                            (12) 

For 1 kQ q q , we estimate relevance model R as: 

   1 kP w R P w q q

  
 

 
1

1

, k

k

P w q q
p w R

p q q
                 (13) 

       1

1

,
i

k

k i i i
Mi

P w q q P w P M w P q M


 
            (14) 

3. Model Design and RMIR Algorithm 

3.1.  Description of Model Design 

Kullback Leibler divergence is used to compute 

Relative Entropy(RE) as relevance measure between 

topic models to compensate the semantic weakness with 

similar aim of Ref.31. 

1
1 2 1

2

( | )
( || ) ( | ) log

( | )w

P w MD M M P w M
P w M


          (15) 

M1 and M2 are the topic models for topic T1 and T2 

based on RM. Two topic models M1, M2 both contain 

the word w . The equation (15) shows if the two topic 

models M1, M2 have semantic similarity. When value D 

is close to 0, the similarity of two models is high. In 

order to enhance the robustness of the model, we 

introduce the Clarity probability
[28]

 for this case when 

both two models have smaller dissimilarity but they are 

similar to background corpus. Such a phenomenon is 

called noise so that it is not a valid topic and should be 

treated as a noise. Thus, equation (15) becomes the 

following one: 
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2
1 2 1

( | )
( || ) ( | ) log

( | )w

P w MS M M P w M
P w GE


     (16) 

We use equation (17) in our experiment for more 

convenience in code design and equation (17) is a 

conversion of equation (16): 

1 2 1 2( || ) | ( ) ( ) | (1 | ( 1) ( ) |)
w

D M M P M P M P M P GE    
      

(17)   

3.2.   Fast Inverted Indices 

For each term T, we must store a list of all documents 

that contain T. This is named as inverted index or 

inversion table
[32,33]

. In this paper, we build inverted 

indices for stories and adopt the method of fast inverted 

indices with on-line update
[33]

 that allows new on-line 

story stream to update the dataset in a real time manner. 

It is reported that the query on such an index can behave 

in linear performance 
[32,33]

  as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

              Fig.1 Linear Performance of Fast Inverted Indices 

Each pending story should establish its own relevant 

model. Usually establishing RM is expensive in 

operation. To avoid this disadvantage, we do it through 

querying inversion table. Feature item weight is 

equation (2), i.e., ik ik kW tf idf   in our experiment. 

RM is built on the fly, saving time and space costs while 

reducing I/O. 

3.3.   Blocking Treatment for Retrospective Event 

Detection（RED） 

Retrospective event detection
[34,35]

 is viewed as a kind of 

text clustering to detect topic by giving suitable 

threshold. Text clustering strategy here is single pass 

clustering. Cluster data stations in the memory by 

smaller blocks. This leads to relatively small number of 

comparable objects. 

3.4.   Steps of RMIR algorithm 

Our RMIR algorithm is carried on according to the 

following steps. 

Input: Given a set of stories 1 2( , ,..., )d d dmd  that 

caters for text streams
[20]

; 

Output: a set of topics 1 2( , ,..., )T T TnT  ; 

Build inverted indices for 1 2( , ,..., )d d dmd  based 

on fast inverted table, 

Repeat  

preprocessing of each story 

1 1 2 2( , ; , ;...; , )i i n nd d t w t w t w , 

compute weights for each word ik ik kW tf idf  ,  

if id is the first story 

then  

assign it as the seed topic, 

establish topic model Mi, 

store both the story id  and topic Mi in 

memory. 

else  

use feature of id  to query out the first k stories 

based on inverted indices, 

from 1 2( , ,..., )d d dmd  , 

build RM for the k stories on the fly in memory, 

based on 

1 2 1 2( || ) | ( ) ( ) | (1 | ( 1) ( ) |)
w

D M M P M P M P M P GE    
 , 

compare the k stories, 

select m stories with the lowest value D, 

(here k and m are constants.)  

use 

1 ( | ) (1 ) ( )
( , ) ( , ) log

( )w dd

P w T P wS d T tf w d
L P w

 



 
 

 to calculate similarity of m stories against 

existing topics, 

record the highest similarity and 

corresponding topic, 

if the highest similarity ( , )S d T  (the preset 

threshold) 

then  

confirm the story is related with the 

corresponding topic, 

add the story into the topic, 

update the topic model. 

elseif ( , )S d T   

  create a new topic seeded by this story, 
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  add m stories to this new topic, 

  update the topic model. 

Until no story comes． 

4. Experimental Analysis 

We implemented a Java-based Hot Topic Extraction 

cum Business Intelligence system that can be easily 

deployed on any Java virtual machine (JVM) platform 

and gathered news reports from standard testbed of  

NIST’s TDT3
[40]

. Besides, we add on Chinese news 

from Xinhua News Agency. The experiments tested the 

viability of the two major components in our work, 

namely, our new algorithm’s TD detection rates and 

detection performance in both English and Chinese 

contexts. Detection rates are justified by means of link 

detection task (LDT) and detection performance is 

measured by retrospective event detection (RED) . 

As shown in Fig. 2, a framework of RMIR(Relevance 

Model with Information Retrieval) TD engine is 

illustrated to fully utilize the contents relevant to the 

detected topic outlines, the context and the user’s 

opinions, creativity, personal knowledge and interests. 

Detected outline shows the brief description of 

generating a report. Each outline consists of sentences 

that are represented as a document or paragraphs. 

Cluster of events and contents are clustered results 

based on outline, using RMIR engine. The outline and 

the report evolve while inspired by the clustered events 

and contents, as users learn more knowledge and able to 

optimize and decompose the previous outline based on 

his experience, opinions, interests and creativity, for 

achieving a better report. In each iteration, the user has a 

chance to optimize the outline and the new outline is 

treated as a new guidance for next clustering task. The 

user lets the system iterate till the outline and relevant 

contents satisfy his intuition on the background. It 

seems that the users are able to comparatively quickly 

change their minds or outlines after gaining some 

experience with the investigated stimuli from newly 

detected topics and retrieved contents
[36]

. Additionally, 

the applied cluster analysis reveals that the topics are 

not homogenous in their opinions, and they form new 

outline having preference structures similar to users’ 

opinions in a dynamic manner. As in the contemporary 

society, the meanings and values are communicated in 

great speed and in a variety of ways, changing the 

nature of their social behaviors and interactions
[37]

. For  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 2.  Framework of TD Evolution 

 

gaining business values, the chance discovery
[38]

 process 

succeeds in systematically integrating a human’s 

knowledge, experience, interest, and intuition on the 

background context of the problems with the computer 

process. Hence, the user finally goes to the process of 

rephrasing the contents and adding introduction, 

conclusion, etc., for a final BI report with good 

readability. 

We use the standard TDT3 data set of NIST, one of the 

few news data sets with both class labels and time 

stamps, released by the TDT community as the testbed. 

The TDT3 data set includes multilingual news 

documents collected during the three month period (92 

days) of October through December 1998. We use two 

groups of data in our experiment, learning data with 310 

samples with tags and datasets with quantity of 50628 

stories. Datasets consist of 38,287 on-line latest stories 

from Xinhua News Agency and 12,341 stories from 

Chinese portion of TDT3 corpus. TDT3 consists of 

5,153 stories from XIN, 3,817 stories from ZBN and 

3,371 stories from VOA_Mandarin. The experiment 

includes two sub-tasks of TDT that are link detection 

task (LDT) for justifying detection rates and 

retrospective event detection (RED) for time complexity. 

The best results in existing benchmarks and literatures 

are compared in details.  

4.1.  Link Detection Task (LDT) 

310 stories are selected covering 32 topics from 

Newswire. 20,000 news stories’ pairs are selected to 

observe the experiment results. The performance of 

RMIR is shown as the following DET (detection error 
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tradeoff) curve. DET is a visualization tool for TDT 

research. In DET, the vertical axis of two-dimensional 

coordinates refers to missed detection rate, the 

horizontal axis refers false alarm rate. The lower the 

system’s false alarm and missed detection are, the better 

performance it has. The smallest (CDet)Norm of DET 

curve represents the optimal performance of detection 

systems.  

 

In fig. 3, bottom left corner curve is the cost curve of 

this experiment, the smallest performance cost is 

marked by small circles at 0.04543 which is lower than 

the best result 0.1047 reported in TDT 2004 benchmark 

at CMU6
[39,40] 

 and shown in table 2. TDT 2004 report is 

the latest one on public by CMU. In addition, our 

performance cost is also lower than the best 

performance of all the algorithms deployed in Chinese 

documents
[18]

. The best performance cost in Chinese 

documents is 0.6822 and it also demonstrates the higher 

difficulty in topic detection task in Chinese. Fig.3 also 

shows that the missed detection rate is less than 2% 

when false alarm rate is less than 1%. The upper right 

corner is a random test performance cost curve. 

Table1 is the best LDT results of the research in the 

Chinese topic detection. As can be seen, this system has 

higher cost for the upper-right side of the DET curves. 

Its optimal performance is cost at 0.6822 and far away 

from the TDT benchmark. This demonstrates the LDT 

 

Fig. 3.  DET for 310 Stories Covering 32 Topics as Testing 

Dataset 

for Chinese topic detection has greater difficulties than 

that for English ones. 

 

 

 

Table 2 Historical Scores Reported by CMU6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

4.2. TDT Evaluation Metrics 

In order to compare different systems, TDT conference 

developed a set of evaluation standards. Each 

participating system performance is expressed a 

weighting sum of the results of measurement by 

omission rate and false alarm rate, known as the 

detection error cost CDet Its equation is as follows. 

Det Miss Miss target FA FA non targetC C P P C P P      
     (18) 

CMiss and CFA are the costs of a missed detection and a 

false alarm. PMiss and PFA  are the probabilities of a 

missed detection and a false alarm. Ptarget is a priori 

probability of finding a target. Pnon-target  = 1－Ptarget。

CMiss = 1、CFA = 0.1 and Ptarget = 0.02 are all the default 

values as coefficients to tune the proportion of missed 

detection and false alarm in the results of evaluation. 

Detection cost is usually normalized between 0 and 1 as 

follows. 

arg arg

( )
min{ , }

Det
Det Norm

Miss t et FA non t et

CC C P C P 


 

     (19) 

Generally, (CDet)Norm is as an evaluation scores of 

system performance. 

 

 

Fig. 4.  LDT benchmark including that of Carnegie Mellon 

University. Our results are better than that of TDT 2003. 
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In Fig 4, TDT2003 LDT benchmark of NIST is shown. 

While the false alarm rate is 1%, the missed detection 

rate is 5%. Our results are better than that of TDT 2003. 

4.3.  Retrospective Event Detection 

Retrospective event detection (RED) has to consider not 

only the system performance but also the effectiveness. 

RED of RMIR is divided into the following steps: 1) 

data preparation (cutting words); 2) feature selection; 3) 

retrospective event detection; 4) retrospective event 

iteration. Based on detecting on 

300,600,900,3000,5000,10000,20000,30000,40000,500

00 stories, the time costs are shown in Fig. 5.  

From fig. 5, we can see that the RMIR algorithm's time 

complexity is almost linear, that is consistent with our 

theoretical models and analysis. 

Practical deployment of our algorithm in real world 

patented system in both English and Chinese for 

municipal government and large enterprises for business 

intelligence. Because the maximum time consumed for 

 

Fig. 5.  Close-to-linear Time Costs of RMIR (Action of 

cutting words is required for stories in Chinese) 

real time topic detection system for all bilingual stories 

is always less than a constant time, it meets the practical 

demands of users in the field of business intelligence, 

community question answering (CQA)
 [41]

 , social link 

management
[42,43]

, learning for personal environment or 

R&D activities
[44,45,46]

  and hence granted as a 

distinguished patent. 

5. Conclusion 

Although timely access to information is becoming 

increasingly important and gaining such access is no 

longer a problem, the capacity for humans to assimilate 

such huge amounts of information is limited. TD is then 

a promising research area that addresses speedy access 

of desired information. However, ironically, the time 

complexity of existing topic detection solutions 

themselves is usually O(n3) or up to the x-th power of e. 

Linear performance requirement of real world topic 

detection has not been seriously addressed in literatures. 

Based on relevance model selection, our RMIR 

algorithm obtains close-to-linear time complexity and 

good robustness for stories both in English and Chinese.  

Even in the dynamic cases of real time feeding of on 

line stories, RMIR still performs well. To reduce the 

costs of fetching RM, we reduce the number of 

comparisons for stories by a query-based approach that 

makes similar stories exist in the top-k query results. 

Since we design the query based on inverted table, its 

complexity is linear or better than linear
[33]

 when 

quantity of stories increases. The time cost of rest of 

operations in the RMIR topic detection process is a 

constant. Hence, in theory, the total time complexity of 

RMIR topic detection should be close to linear. 

Experimental results prove that the time complexity of 

RMIR algorithm is consistent with our theory with the 

sacrifice of extra space needs for inverted indices. 

Meanwhile, RMIR achieves better detection rates by 

comparing with other historical results due to relative 

entropy based topic model design. 

RMIR has been successfully deployed in Topic 

Detection and Tracking System of Business Intelligence 

for National Incubation Center and granted a 

distinguished patent
[47]

 under the patent no. of 

200810063295.1. 
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